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Paranormal Puck

By B. Krempp, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - IL Chapter

This is a brief technical overview of the Paranormal Puck 2 which is manufactured by Digital Dowsing L.L.C. and sells for $199 on their (or 

partner) website. This is the replacement for the (now 10 year old) Paranormal Puck 1.  It’s a compact device that combines a few key functions 

into a small handheld rechargeable easy-to-use device that is designed to be used peered with a smart phone, tablet or PC, or run in a limited 

fashion as an independent device.

This palm sized unit is charged via an included 5VDC USB based charger (and cable) but keep in mind the USB connection is only for charging 

and is not a computer interface. It supports iPhone, iPad, Android, and/or PC platforms via Bluetooth wireless connections (up to ~45 feet 

away) and is fully protected by the included rugged weatherproof case when not in use.

The unit itself does not provide a screen for interaction, but rather relies upon a Bluetooth peered ‘control device’ for tha t functionality.  The 

Paranormal Puck 2 provide access to the 6 limited functions when operating in standalone mode:

Temperature/Humidity Mode

Ionization Mode

Light Level Mode

Barometric Pressure Mode

Motion / Magnetism Mode

All Mode (Continually cycles thru all modes)

The device is much more effective when used with an intended control device with some of the key features (in addition to the above) being:

Video Capture

ITC Voice feedback (Similar to Ovilus)

Multiple environmental sensor (10 sample) histories

The Paranormal Puck 2 is definitely an improvement on the previous model, and can be considered a costly yet useful investigation tool.  I’ve 

heard a lot of feedback and opinions (both positive & negative) on this device, but whether you’re a hardened skeptic or firm believer, it’s 

always nice to have a high quality, easy to use device in your tool kit.

As always, understand the technology and how to properly use the device, and of course, interpret the results in a methodical logical manner.  

If you have and/or used a Paranormal Puck 2, we’d love to hear from you on your thoughts on it and how you rate it.
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